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Zone D  is where the innovative Condo units are located. 

The Condo is one of a kind. It follows the same unique architectural language of Palm Springs, 
and is a perfect escape into a world that is exclusive and picturesque. With an orientation of 
North/North East, The Condo is located on a gross land area of 14,000m².  It stands as one of the 
three main pillars that make Palm Springs the haven and getaway it is. Residents of The Condo 
enjoy +/- 8,400m² of lush gardens divided between public and private areas.  

This menagerie of architectural brilliance revitalizes the senses in an environment that is serene 
and tranquil. This environment is fit for those who want to indulge themselves in the spoils of a 
perfect marriage between nature and architecture. 

Structure & Design: The two Ground Floor Apartments feature large private gardens ; +/- 320 
m², for individuals who favor walking out into a landscape that is their very own getaway from 
the daily pressures of life. Above that, there are two levels each having two Apartments. These 
units cater for those who prefer to make the most out of their interior space, while enjoying a 
magnificent view of the lush surrounding greenery and the ever-expanding Cairo skyline. 

On the top floor, we have The Palm Spring Penthouses. They are truly quite the innovative 
creation, offering an absolutely breathtaking view of a carpet of palms that extends far and ends 
with the diverse Cairo skyline. These units are a connoisseur’s paradise; they evoke the senses 
and inspire their owners by their beauty and exquisite design. Each of the Penthouse Units 
features its own private roof garden, which is designed to accommodate a private swimming 
pool and changing room. 

All The Condo apartments include the same internal features. They are all in the range of 312-
338m² net area. They include a large, open-space reception, dining room, kitchen, bathroom, a 
living room, two bedrooms with a shared bathroom, a master suite, as well as a maid’s room, 
bathroom, and a laundry room. Furthermore, The Condo is equipped with 16 parking spaces, an 
elevator covering all floors including the basement, a driver’s room with a bathroom, as well as 
a storage room for each unit. 

 

 


